In this paper, we empirically analyze weekly advertising policies of manufacturing firms in consumer goods markets. We assume firms engage in persuasive advertising, thus policies of firms affect the goodwill of a brand. We introduce a demand and a goodwill production function. A simple transformation of the demand function allows us to identify not only the demand parameters but also the parameters of the goodwill production function. We reconstruct the unobserved goodwill levels using these parameters and past advertising levels. We restrict our attention to Markov Perfect Equilibrium (MPE) strategies which are functions of payoff relevant state variables. Without imposing further restrictions on the dynamic competitive environment, we investigate the relationship between observed advertising strategies-which are assumed to be MPE-and payoff relevant state variables by means of several reduced form specifications. The most important determinant of advertising intensity turns out to be goodwill. We demonstrate that controlling for an advertising campaign significantly improves the explanatory power of the model.
Introduction
In many consumer goods markets, observed television advertising policies follow interesting patterns, especially at a weekly level. Firms tend to advertise for a certain number of weeks, cease advertising activity for a few months and then start again. This pattern seems to hold for a variety of product groups such as the liquid detergents which we analyze here or frozen food items as analyzed in Dube, Hitsch and Manchanda (2004) . Viewed at a low frequency, i.e. on a quarter basis, such behavior is consistent with theoretical literature on optimal advertising which promotes pulsing as the policy of choice. However, the high frequency patterns in advertising activity suggests that firms may be following more involved strategies. In this paper, we investigate how the observed behavior may arise. We postulate a model of demand and competitive environment which we use in deriving stylized features of advertising strategies based on an empirical analysis of observed behavior. Our findings should be a useful input in formulating models where the observed advertising behavior can be sustained as equilibrium outcomes.
We start with an axiom on why firms advertise. We assume that advertising is persuasive, that is, firms try to increase their brand value by means of advertising. As standard in the literature, this effect is induced by a goodwill stock. Advertising activity affects the level of goodwill stock which in turn shifts the consumer demand. It is presumable that firms base their advertising policies on their goodwill levels among other factors. Unfortunately, goodwill is not directly observable rendering an analysis of the relation between advertising behavior and goodwill complicated.
To overcome this problem, we offer a methodology to indirectly infer goodwill levels. Our strategy is conditional on a demand and a goodwill production function specification. Specifically, we use an aggregate discrete choice model for demand, and a Cobb-Douglas type goodwill production function. A series of simple transformations of the demand functions allow us to measure the incremental effect of current advertising on demand as well as to identify parameters of the goodwill production function. Hence, given a sufficient number of observations on advertising activity, we can reconstruct goodwill levels using the estimated parameters of the goodwill production function.
Our main goal is to describe observed advertising strategies and their relationship to goodwill. In order to achieve this goal, we briefly describe a dynamic competitive environment in which advertising competition takes place between brands. This model is intended to be a guide rather than a formal model of strategic interaction between the firms which is solved to derive equilibrium policies. Based on this framework, we motivate the use of policies which only depend on the current payoff-relevant state variables, i.e. Markovian policies. Furthermore, this step in our analysis also allows us to identify the appropriate state variables. Not surprisingly, an important determinant of advertising suggested by this model is the goodwill. Using the implied determinants, we perform a reduced form analysis to explain observed advertising behavior.
Our empirical study is performed on a dataset from the liquid detergent market where firms extensively use TV advertisements to push sales. We estimate a variety of models and confirm our conjecture that goodwill level is an important driver of advertising activity. We provide some new insights on how the timing and duration of advertising campaigns are determined. The models where only the current level of goodwill is used, turn out to have low explanatory power and the parameter estimates do not always conform with common sense. As a consequence, a number of different reduced form specifications are estimated in order to control for the presence of an additional decision variable firms have to choose: campaign or not. We control whether a firm is in a campaign or not with some variables we constructed based on goodwill levels. Thus, the decision to start and to end a campaign is related to the level of goodwill stock. The models estimated with such control variables yield very pleasing results. In addition, they suggest that firms might be following a variant of (S, s) strategies. The difference to the standard (S, s) type policy is the long duration it takes to reach the target level S. This, however, is easily explained by the natural constraints that exist in the number of TV advertising slots.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section describes the relationship of our work to the literature. In section three, we outline our general modeling framework, introduce the demand and the goodwill production functions. We also briefly sketch a model of dynamic advertising competition in order to guide our empirical analysis. In section four, we present the empirical study along with the data. We also provide detailed discussions on the key drivers of firms' advertising choices. The paper concludes with a general discussion in section five.
Positioning against related research
Most consumer goods manufacturers spend a large share of their marketing budget on advertising, especially on TV-advertisements, to build brand equity and to influence customer preferences. Thus, it is not surprising that a substantial body of research has investigated the impact of advertising on buying behavior, purchase intentions and brand awareness among others (e.g. Vakratsas and Ambler, 1999; Tellis and Weiss, 1995) .
Our paper is closely related to the literature on advertising competition. Papers, in this strand of literature, have modeled advertising competition in a dynamic setting relying on differential game methods (e.g. Chintagunta and Vilcassim, 1992; Deal, 1979; Erickson, 1985 Erickson, , 1995 Fruchter and Kalish, 1997; Sorger, 1988) . The open loop or closed loop Nash equilibrium solution is derived to obtain the steady-state optimal advertising spending levels. Most of these studies have limited or no empirical validation for the underlying model (see e.g. Rao, 1990) . For example, a very recent paper, Espinosa and Mariel (2001) , develops a dynamic model of oligopolistic advertising competition with competitive and informative contents but does not provide an empirical study. Erickson (1992) and Chintagunta and Vilcassim (1992) are among the few empirical advertising competition models that are based on differential games. These papers adopt a Lanchester model of combat to represent the evolution of the market shares of the two rivals as a function advertising expenditure levels. These methods are usually constrained by the number of competing firms (i.e. two), the shape of the response function and the type of general advertising behavior. Moreover, these models do not consider equilibrium in periodic strategies where firms advertise for a few periods and stop advertising for considerably long periods.
There is a vast literature studying optimal allocation of advertising budgets across time. This literature advocates the important role played by the shape of the advertising response function on dynamic advertising strategies (e.g. Mahajan and Muller, 1986; Mesak and Darrat, 1992; Sasieni, 1989; Vakratsas et al., 2004) . In a seminal paper, Sasieni (1971) analytically shows that a monopolist has an "optimal" expenditure level which maintains its optimal sales level if marginal returns of sales to advertising are not increasing. In case of an S-shaped sales response function, the chattering policy yields the highest payoff. Chattering is an abstract, theoretical policy in which a firm alternates between high and zero levels of advertising an infinite number of times during a finite planning horizon. Mahajan and Muller (1986) define a pulsing policy as alternating between high and zero levels of advertising in a periodic manner. They suggest that such a strategy can be seen as a feasible approximation to chattering and show that it dominates its practical alternatives in the presence of an S-shaped response function. Feinberg (2001) , on the other hand, shows that S-shaped response functions cannot alone account for the empirically observed pulsing policies. He shows that for a broad class of models with S-shaped sales response, the optimal advertising strategy is not periodic and involves constant spending in the long run. Note that these results are typically derived based on very restrictive assumptions, e.g. a monopolist firm. Furthermore, they usually assume relatively simple cost functions such as linear variable costs and, more importantly, fixed costs are assumed to have no influence. In contrast to the strand of literature which advocates S-shaped response functions in deriving the optimality of pulsing policies, Hahn and Hyun (1991) show that if the underlying advertising cost function has fixed cost components and satisfies certain conditions, a pulsing-type strategy may be optimal irrespective of the shape of the sales response function. In their model, a periodic advertising policy, where a firm spends a constant amount for a portion of the period while stops advertising for the remainder, can be optimal.
Several papers have explicitly addressed the issue of pulsing-type behavior in the presence of competition. Villas-Boas (1993) studies whether competing firms should alternate between zero and non-zero advertising levels in or out of phase. He shows that advertising effectiveness and profits are higher if firms advertise in alternate periods, i.e. out of phase. A series of papers, Mesak and Calloway (1995a, 1995b) and Mesak (1999) , investigate alternating advertising scheduling schemes using a game theoretic approach. These papers, based on mostly numerical analysis, find that whether firms engage in a uniform advertising policy or not depends on the shape of the advertising response function. The results from the monopoly case seem to translate to the case of oligopoly with concave response functions. However, there seems to be no clear-cut link between the monopoly and oligopoly results with S-shaped response functions. Even though Mesak (1999) shows the existence of an oligopoly equilibrium with uniform advertising policies with concave response functions, he does not provide a proof which rules out an equilibrium with pulsing policies.
The closest paper to ours is Dube, Hitsch and Manchanda (2004) (henceforth DHM) which follows a similar modeling approach. Both papers start by estimating the parameters of a goodwill production and an advertising response function using a demand specification and both papers adopt logit based discrete choice models. DHM subscribe to the point of view that pulsing arises due to S-shaped response functions, and thus adopt a threshold response model in modeling the goodwill production function. They use the estimated parameter values to calibrate a dynamic game model of advertising competition and derive (numerically) equilibrium advertising strategies. Their results support pulsing in equilibrium where firms alternate between no advertising and high levels of advertising, but, nevertheless, fail to match certain patterns in observed advertising strategies. Though the selected methodological approach is rich, the model does not account for the fact that firms typically start an advertising campaign and then spend the budget for the whole campaign across several successive periods to meet the necessary contacts in the target group in order to build goodwill. We will further discuss the relationship of our paper to DHM after introducing our model.
Model formulation
Before introducing the model, let us briefly explain the grounds for our modeling choices. Our main goal is to explain observed advertising patterns. In many consumer goods industries, advertising budgets are not spent evenly across time, but they are concentrated within certain periods. The data exhibits patterns where a relatively long period of highlevels of advertising is also followed by a relatively long period of no advertising. This kind of advertising strategy can be classified as pulsing, consistent with the traditional definition of Mahajan and Muller (1986) , where firms alternate between high and zero levels of advertising. However, relatively long durations of both heavy advertising activity and no advertising contradict the view that pulsing policies are feasible approximations to chattering. Therefore, we prefer to think of the observed patterns as campaigning, instead of pulsing.
We start with assuming that advertising increases the value of a brand via a goodwill stock. To capture this, we introduce a demand specification including goodwill as a demand shifter. In addition, we specify a goodwill production function which describes the dynamic evolution of the goodwill stock. In the absence of advertising, the goodwill stock depreciates but can be replenished by advertising. Based on these specifications, we formulate an estimation strategy for the model parameters. Given parameters and sufficiently long data on advertising, we can reconstruct the unobserved goodwill stock of firms by using the production function.
Facing a demand function which could be effected by advertising, firms will engage in competition not only in prices, but also in advertising. This could be thought of as investments that produce a stock of firm (brand) goodwill. In oligopolistic industries, as most consumer goods industries are, advertising may provide a major source of interfirm rivalry. A basic property of dynamic oligopolistic markets is that competitive behavior of a firm may affect competitors' current and future choices, especially as the current choices affect the market shares of all brands in the industry. Thus, advertising competition is inherently a dynamic strategic interaction-a dynamic game. It is well known that when dynamic games are considered, the potential equilibrium outcomes are many, thus there is an equilibrium selection problem. In this paper, we will adopt Markov Perfect Equilibrium (MPE) as our equilibrium concept as in DHM and Doraszelski and Markovich (2004) (see also Maskin and Tirole, 1988; Basar and Oldser, 1982) .
Consequently, we briefly introduce a model of a competitive environment to motivate our focus on MPE advertising strategies which depend on payoff relevant states of the nature. An important set of state variables are the unobservable goodwill stocks of firms. The first stage of our approach allows us to indirectly infer these unobservable state variables. We do not fully specify a dynamic game and solve for equilibrium advertising policies as in DHM. Instead, we use the implications of the MPE, and explore reduced form relationships between the observed advertising behavior and payoff relevant state variables including goodwill stocks.
Modeling demand
We use the nested logit model as outlined in McFadden (1978) , Cardell (1991) , Berry (1994) , and Besanko et al. (1998) and modify it to allow advertising to shift sales. Demand is formulated at the individual consumer or household level. It is based on a utility function which describes the benefits of an alternative for a consumer. In our model, we group the J + 1 products into two exhaustive and mutually exclusive sets, j = 0, 1, . . . , J (see Berry, 1994, p. 252) . The outside good, j = 0, is assumed to be the only member of group 0 while all the other products are in group 1. Consumer i's utility for brand j in period t is given by:
where ε ijt is an identically and independently distributed extreme value random variable. ζ i1t is common to all products in group 1, that is, it represents a taste for the particular product category, and has a distribution function that depends on σ, with 0 ≤ σ ≤ 1. 1 As usual, we restrict the mean utility of the 'no purchase'-option to zero, i.e. δ 0t = 0 and U i0t = ζ i0t . The mean utility of alternative j, δ jt , is
In (2), the parameters of the mean utility do not depend on the individual, that is, we presume a representative consumer. 2 In this specification, α j is consumers' intrinsic preference for brand j, β is the price sensitivity parameter, p jt is the price of brand j in period t, µ is the goodwill response parameter, G jt is firm j's goodwill stock in period t, γ k is the sensitivity to the observed characteristic X kt that varies by product (e.g. a marketing instrument) and ξ jt is the unobserved attribute for brand j in period t.
A demand side estimation equation is easily obtained by ln
where s jt is the market share of j in the population, s 0t is the share of the outside good and s jt|g is the within-group share of brand j. The unobserved product specific utility, ξ jt , serves as the error term. It, for example, captures the effect of manufacturers' marketing that is not explicitly included in the demand (see e.g. Besanko et al., 1998; Villas-Boas and Winer, 1999; Sudhir, 2001 ).
Modeling goodwill
Firms may engage in advertising efforts to build brand equity as well as to stimulate the actual sales. We assume that advertising forms a stock variable, i.e. goodwill, which depreciates over time but can be replenished by advertising. Firm j's goodwill stock G jt in period t is given by
where λ j is the retention rate of advertising and GRP jt is the advertising effort of brand j in t measured in terms of Gross Rating Points, i.e. the percentage number of targeted viewers contacted times the average number of contacts per targeted viewer. Notice that when a firm chooses not to advertise, its goodwill depreciates. 3 A brand specific λ j controls for an overall different advertising philosophy of a firm as well as for differences in advertising quality across brands. 4 We selected a Cobb-Douglas type goodwill production function for two reasons. First, it is a commonly used modeling approach for production functions and second, it allows us to develop a simple methodology to infer unobserved goodwill stocks. Notice also that the goodwill production function given in (4) can easily accommodate a multiplicative shock which randomly affects the accumulation of goodwill. However, given the way goodwill enters the mean utility function, such a shock could also be considered as a part of the unobserved utility component in (2). A very important question is whether our concave goodwill production function in (4)-and the concave sales response function it implies-can lead to periods with no advertising. This question cannot be answered in isolation from the competitive environment firms face; thus, we will come back to this point after introducing our model of firm behavior. G jt is a consumer state variable that cannot be directly observed by researchers. This is a major obstacle for analyzing advertising behavior as it may directly depend on the level of goodwill. However, conditional on the model we presented above, it is possible to identify the differential impact of current advertising controlling for the changes in the other factors. That is, by simply applying a Koyck transformation on (3), we are able to identify parameters of the demand function as well as the goodwill production function. Formally, subtracting λ j times the equation in (3) at t − 1 from the same equation at t , we obtain
with ξ * jt = ξ jt − λξ j,t−1 . Observe equation (5) is free of the level of goodwill. It tries to explain changes in demand due to new advertising efforts, GRP jt , controlling for the changes in other variables. Provided that a sufficiently large set of instruments is available, one could identify λ j and µ by an instrumental variable estimation of (5). Given λ j and sufficiently long information on GRP levels, one can reconstruct a time series of goodwill levels using (4). The initialization of G j,t−1 in (4) may create a problem. Fortunately, we do have an additional year of advertising data prior to the period we used in the demand estimation. Thus, we are able to filter out goodwill levels which are practically free of initial condition problems.
Modeling firms' advertising strategies
As we have stated earlier, our main goal in this paper is to explain observed advertising strategies of firms, and gain insights on how timing and duration of advertising campaigns are determined. We presume a dynamic environment where firms strategically make decisions and observed advertising choices are the equilibrium outcome of such a strategic interaction which can be modeled as a dynamic game. Since a large number of outcomes can be sustained as equilibrium in dynamic games, we further restrict our attention to a particular equilibrium concept which is simple to describe and has been widely employed in the literature. That is, we adopt the Markov Perfect Equilibrium (MPE) concept which implies that firms will employ policies that are functions of the payoff relevant states of the world in equilibrium. Our focus on MPE is not only due to its popularity and wide-spread acceptance in the economics literature, but also because MPE strategies are relatively simple and intuitive to describe. Firms, in equilibrium, react to the state of the nature they face. Each firm chooses its advertising policy to maximize the expected discounted value of its current and future net cash flows. The future earnings of a firm are not only affected by its own advertising strategy but also by the strategies of its competitors. Thus, in order to make optimal advertising decisions, a firm must have some perceptions on competitors' advertising strategies conditional on current information. Given that its opponents adopt Markovian policies, a simple dynamic programming argument implies that a firm will respond to its competitor's policies with a Markovian policy as well. That is, each firm solves a dynamic program to derive its own optimal policy. When such policies form best responses to each other, a MPE obtains.
As mentioned before, MPE policies are functions of the payoff relevant states of the world. For now, let us partition these states to three groups and at time period t, denote the states of the world which exogenously evolve by S t , the vector of goodwill stocks of the opponents of firm j by G −j,t and the goodwill level of firm j by G j,t at the beginning of period t + 1. The vector of all goodwill stocks is denoted by G t .
To make our arguments more concrete, let the per period profit of a typical manufacturing firm, say j, be
where w jt is the wholesale price and controlled by the manufacturer, p t is the vector of retail prices controlled by the retailer and c jt is the constant marginal cost per unit which evolves exogenously. We also assume that the vector of unobserved components of the consumer utilities, ξ t , exogenously evolves. The total sales of firm j in period t is denoted by S jt (G t−1 , GRP t , p t , S t ) and is simply the nested logit market share of firm j times the market size. In (6), G t−1 denotes the vector of goodwill levels of all firms accumulated until the beginning of period t, while GRP t denotes the vector of current advertising intensities they select. C(GRP jt , S t ) is the cost of advertising incurred by firm j. Notice that we allow both the demand and cost functions to be affected by the vector of uncontrollable states of the world, S t . The possible elements of this vector will be further defined below. Each firm can influence its own goodwill level in the future by investing in advertising, i.e. by buying GRPs, via the goodwill production function in (4). Before describing the dynamic decision problem faced by firms in selecting their advertising strategies, let us note that we are assuming the prices, both retail and wholesale, are set after advertising decisions are made and do not affect future states of the world. A manufacturer, by pricing low today and therefore selling more, cannot influence its future profits. This implies that the equilibrium in retail and wholesale prices are established in a myopic manner. That is, firms maximize (6) given the data on the state of the world as well as their conjectures about the competitors actions, and, hence, also these prices are functions of the payoff relevant states of the world. Therefore, at the time of making an advertising decision, we could view the profit function of a firm just as a function of the state variables and advertising choices, i.e.
The only controllable state is the goodwill carried over to tomorrow, that is by investing in higher GRP levels today, a firm can increase its goodwill stock at the beginning of the next period. Thus, each firm has one control variable, GRP jt . The other payoff relevant state variables are, for example, CPMs (cost per thousand viewers), production costs which effects per unit profitability, etc. Even the vector of unobserved product characteristics, ξ t , could be viewed as part of the state since they are known to the firms. These variables are assumed to evolve exogenously and are included in S t .
In a MPE, firm j takes the policies, GRP kt (G t−1 , S t ), k = j, of all the other firms as given and solves the following dynamic program
such that (4) holds. At the optimal policy of firm j, the equality in the curly brackets is satisfied, defining recursively the value function, V j (·, ·). This formulation does not allow firms to decide to start a campaign or end it. If the cost function C(GRP jt , S t ) has fixed components when a firm starts a campaign, appropriate control variables for starting and ending a campaign as well as state variables discriminating a campaign period from a no advertising period could be included in the model as suggested in Hahn and Hyun (1991) . Even though we imagine that the competitive environment firms operate in implies such fixed costs, we do not include these components for the sake of simplicity in this exposition. However, it should be noted that we do not rule out such fixed costs affecting the form of MPE policies that we study below. Furthermore, in (7), we have not explicitly stated an upper bound on GRPs each firm can contract in a given period. Given the limited number of advertising slots, such a constraint would also play an important role in shaping the advertising strategies of firms. Keeping these caveats in mind, we assume that after observing the state of the world, each firm decides every period how much to advertise, if at all. In this setting, a policy function of the form GRP jt (G t−1 , S t ) for each firm j will form a MPE. Unfortunately, deriving advertising policies GRP jt (G t−1 , S t ) analytically is impossible in the simple setup we described above. In fact, this is the very reason DHM and Doraszelski and Markovich (2004) employ numerical methods to derive the shape of the advertising policy functions. In this paper, we will instead assume that firms' observed advertising activities are the result of a MPE. Note that, this is the only restriction we place on the strategic interaction. We, then, use the information we have on the characteristics of a MPE to investigate determinants of advertising activity in reduced form. The restriction to MPE suggests that firms will adopt policies of the form GRP * jt = GRP jt (G t−1 , S t ) where no advertising, i.e. GRP * jt = 0, will be the implied action for some states of the world. We approximate the optimal policy as
where the approximation error, η jt , is assumed to be normal and use (8) in tobit regressions with a variety of specifications of the function f and uncontrollable states, S t , to describe the observed advertising policies in section 4.
Discussion
An important question at this juncture is whether our concave response function can yield advertising choices similar to those observed in the data, especially, given the fact that a number of papers exists which argue that pulsing is only possible in the presence of an S-shape advertising response function (see e.g. Sasieni, 1971; Mahajan and Muller, 1986 ). Though we do not focus on pulsing, whether a firm would ever stop advertising or adopt a non-uniform advertising strategy in the presence of a globally concave sales response function remains as a question. Our answer is two-fold. First, as DHM note, there is no established result which implies that globally concave response functions under competition do not yield to pulsing. Second, Hahn and Hyun (1991) show that firms may stop advertising even in the presence of a concave response function if their cost function contained fixed cost components. Given that we have not fully specified the underlying dynamic game, our setup certainly allows such fixed components of advertising costs. A brief inspection of (6) points out several other instances where firms may pick zero advertising. For example, a high positive shock which increases the production cost reduces w jt − c jt which in turn reduces the marginal profitability of advertising. In certain states of the nature, this would induce firms not to advertise. Another source of variation in advertising policies in our model could be the changes in the marginal cost of advertising. In fact, the cost of advertising (measured by the cost to contact thousand viewers) exhibits seasonality with high variation in our dataset. In our reduced form models, we try to control for each of these factors in addition to goodwill.
In closing this subsection, we would like to relate our approach to that of DHM and highlight where we differ. As outlined above, our paper is in some aspects very similar to DHM. Both papers start by estimating the parameters of a goodwill production and advertising response function using a demand specification and both adopt logit-based discrete choice models. We use a somewhat simpler goodwill and sales response function which differ significantly from that of DHM. The most crucial difference is that DHM employ a threshold response model while we use a globally concave one. Even though it is possible to incorporate a threshold response function in our approach, 5 our dataset does not allow us to pursue this avenue. Our modeling approach is significantly different from DHM in the second stage of analysis. DHM use the estimated parameters to numerically compute the Markov perfect equilibrium of a particular advertising game that they specify using an algorithm similar to that of Pakes and McGuire (1994) . We, on the other hand, sketch the main ingredients of a dynamic game to motivate our use of Markovian policies in a reduced form analysis. We do not fully specify a dynamic game and solve it as DHM do. Instead, we investigate the relationship between observed advertising-assuming they constitute a MPE of some game-and payoff relevant state variables in order to determine stylized features of advertising policies.
Our reduced form analysis, in the next section, clearly indicates a direction where firms make advertising scheduling as well as campaigning decisions. DHM on the other hand impose a particular strategic environment to derive equilibrium advertising policies. Even though their equilibrium advertising policies exhibit pulsing, they are not similar in nature to the observed advertising policies at all. This could be due to two reasons. Either the firms do not behave as they should or important features of the strategic interaction between the firms are missing from their model. Hence, our contribution is complementary to those of DHM and could be viewed as a vital input to a research strategy as theirs. We try to establish stylized facts about observed advertising policies conditional on a MPE specification. Thus, our results should help in formulating a dynamic game where the observed advertising patterns can arise as equilibrium outcomes.
4 An empirical study of dynamic advertising competition
The data
We take the model introduced in Section 2 to a national store-level scanner panel dataset on the category of liquid detergents which covers 156 weeks from January 1998 to December 2000. It consists of information on 175 stores and is provided by IRI, Germany. This market is dominated by four manufacturers who represent more than 96 percent of the total sales. Private label sales as well as the sales of a few generic brands are marginal. We, therefore, restrict our analysis to these four brands.
Each manufacturer offers a variety of horizontally differentiated products. Articles of one manufacturer belong to a brand. Advertising is primarily done in TV and corresponds to brands not articles. All variants of a brand are sold in 750ml bottles and prices across a threshold in our model can be accomplished by redefining the goodwill production function as
with T denoting the threshold value. In principle, our approach-which estimates the parameter λ by means of a Koyck transformation on the demand side estimating equation-can be extended to accommodate the estimation of the threshold level T also. However, our data does not contain a sufficient amount of observations with low but non-zero levels of advertising complicating the identification of such a threshold. variants of a brand are typically identical. Since we are not allowed to disclose brand names, we label them as A, B, C and D. Among these four, brand B is the dominant one with roughly 35% market share, followed by brand D at 25%, brand A at 22% and brand C at 18%. The largest three of these four brands-A, B and D-advertise on TV. The four brands are sold at average prices of 3.24 (A), 4.06 (B), 3.25 (C) and 3.21 (D) DM. 6 As it is typical for consumer goods, display and feature activities are used to promote the sales of the brands. In Table 1 , we provide some descriptive statistics of these brands. The data from the 175 stores are aggregated to create a representation of the German market. We acknowledge that this aggregation could bias our estimates. The problems associated with aggregation are documented in Christen et al. (1997) in detail. However, our primary goal in this paper is to introduce a feasible methodology to infer goodwill levels and investigate their impact on advertising strategies. The model we introduced in section 3 with the market level data allows us to reach this goal. Furthermore, our TV advertisement data are reported for the market-level, i.e. the total German market. 7 In addition, consumer goods manufacturers usually do not try to target regional sub-markets through TV advertisements in Germany. This would be an ineffective strategy, as those TV stations that allow for local advertisements usually cover only very small fractions of the total market. Moreover, in Germany most TV advertisements are sold by two large media agencies which have contracts with the large national (market-level) TV stations.
To implement a nested logit demand, we need to know the market size so that we can compute market shares. In order to compute a market size corresponding to our aggregate dataset, we collected data from GfK and "LZ Lebensmittelreport" about the distribution of retail formats and the shopping behavior of households in these formats. Using this information, we determine a market size corresponding to our representative market. Brand specific effects for each year are introduced to account for possible changes in consumers' valuations of brands across time due to unobserved reasons.
Figure 1: GRPs of Brand B and D across 4 years
The advertising data consists of gross rating points (GRPs), representing a reach times frequency measure within households in Germany. Reach is the fraction of households that have been exposed to an advertisement at least one time in that week. Frequency is a measure of the average number of times a household, given that it was reached, has had contact with the advertisement. GRPs offer an advantage over budgets as they are closer to the real decisions of marketing managers. They usually decide on GRPs and the budget is realized once a media agency has made the plan how to meet the required GRP level. Figure 1 provides the GRP levels of brands A and B for a period of 207 weeks including an additional year of advertising data prior to the period that we use in demand estimation. 8 We observe very low GRP values for a few periods. These are typically the periods at the end of a campaign when the media agency had to book some TV advertising slots to realize the GRP target. DHM refer to this practice as "making goods" and points out the importance of such observations in identifying a threshold value for the sales response function. In our dataset, observations which can be classified as "making goods" are relatively scarce compared to the data of DHM. This is one reason why we do not attempt to estimate a threshold response model.
Other variables which play a role in our empirical analysis are advertising costs and per unit production costs. We operationalize advertising costs by using the price to contact a thousand viewers (CPMs) from a target group. This measure is used by manufacturers to estimate gross costs of an advertising campaign. In addition, the prices to reach a thousand viewers are readily available for each period and they are classified for different advertising media, e.g. TV versus print as well as for different TV stations. It is important to note that the costs of advertising vary substantially across time and, hence, they may affect the advertising policies.
Firms' advertising choices may also depend on production costs which are not provided in the data. Hence, we adopt a modeling strategy to infer wholesale prices and costs from the data following ideas from the empirical industrial organization literature (e.g. Bresnahan, 1989; Berry, 1994; Sudhir, 2001) . We model the retailer-manufacturer channel interaction as a manufacturer Stackelberg game within a structural model of demand and supply. For a more detailed discussion on how we infer the per unit production costs, see Klapper and Doganoglu (2004) . We also use (3) to compute the unobserved product specific utility, ξ jt , which is then employed in some specifications of the reduced form analysis.
Demand estimates
In this subsection, we present the results of the nested logit demand estimation based on (5). The specification of the group level mean utility function in (2) needs to be stated more precisely. As mentioned above, we include brand specific yearly constants to account for possible heterogeneity in our data. Prices and promotional activities are highly related. Especially in those weeks in which retailers temporarily reduce the price of a brand and simultaneously engage in display activities and featuring, consumers may respond differently to prices. To account for this fact, an interaction effect of price and the sum of display and feature advertising is included. The advertising levels, GRP , enters as outlined in (5). We assume a common goodwill response, µ, across brands. The retention rate λ j is brand specific, hence we assume that each brand has its own potential to build goodwill. We control for first order autocorrelation when estimating (5). We additionally tested for second or higher order autocorrelation but did not find evidence of higher than first order autocorrelation.
As has been described in a number of papers (e.g. Villas-Boas and Winer, 1999; Besanko et al., 1998) manufacturers have information on consumer response to price and advertising that are not contained in our data. This leads to the well-known endogeneity problem because the demand error ξ * jt is correlated with price and advertising. Hence, we apply an instrumental variable estimation technique, i.e. use a Generalized Method of Moments (GMM)-estimator. We additionally tested for endogeneity of display and feature advertising applying the usual modified Hausman test (Hausman, 1978) . The hypothesis of exogeneity of display and feature advertising cannot be rejected. Hence, we make use of these two variables as instruments. We further collected detailed information about costs in our liquid detergent category. The main cost drivers are related to the raw materials and packaging. In addition, firms have to pay an extra fee that is related to the environmental suitability of the package. We got precise brand specific information regarding these three cost drivers To instrument for advertising in the demand equations two cost measures are used, i.e. the cost per thousand viewers and the price per 30 seconds. We take the mean values of these cost measures across those TV stations that brands A, B and D used for their TV campaigns; therefore, they are brand specific. We additionally tested the appropriateness of lagged GRP-levels as instruments. However, the inclusion of the lagged GRP-levels did not change the demand estimates. We have more instruments than endogeneous variables for each equation, and hence, can test whether the over-identifying restrictions are valid. This hypothesis cannot be rejected.
The GMM-parameter estimates based on this list of instrumental variables are shown in Table 2 . We will only briefly comment on these estimates. Most of them are significant. Brand constants for each year show that the market leader (brand B) possesses the highest intrinsic brand preference. The three other brands are valued more closely but the ordering of the brand constants within years changes.
Two parameters, β P rice and β P riceP romotion , are related to price. They imply mean price elasticities of -2.53 for A, -2.89 for B, -2.52 for C and -2.45 for D. These elasticity estimates are plausible and realistic for the liquid detergent market. Promotions, i.e. display and featuring, significantly increase the utility and, consequently, the market shares. The estimated correlation across tastes for brands, σ, is 0.235 which suggests a moderate degree of the within group correlation of utility levels.
The main parameters of interest are those related to advertising. We assumed a common response of our consumers to current goodwill levels. This effect is positive and significant and implies average goodwill elasticities of 0.0786 for A, 0.0796 for B and 0.0777 for D. These elasticities are very small, but they only reflect the direct weekly effect of goodwill on sales. The retention rate is estimated at the brand level for those brands that advertise, i.e. brands A, B and D. We get an estimate of 0.701 for A, 0.871 for B and of 0.902 for D. Brand A advertises only 23 of 156 weeks in the sample we used for estimation. In the remainder of the paper, we will not investigate the advertising strategies of brand A due to the lack of sufficient advertising observations. In order to verify that the estimated retention rates of B and D are not biased due to the inclusion of brand A in the estimation, we additionally estimated the demand system where we restricted λ A to zero. This analysis yields a λ B of 0.861 and a λ D of 0.910. The very small differences to those values in Table  2 are statistically not significant.
Analyzing dynamic advertising competition
Inferring goodwill The estimated retention rates are used to infer goodwill by means of the production function specification in (4) which recursively determines the current goodwill stock. We employ the additional 52 weeks of GRP choices prior to our estimation sample to initialize the recursion. Thus, the effect of the initialization diminishes almost completely throughout these 52 weeks. Figure 2 shows the implied goodwill stocks for B and D as well as the observed GRP choices of the two brands. 9 This figure nicely illustrates how the two brands can build up goodwill and how it declines when firms stop advertising. This behavior is by design and follows from our specification of the goodwill production function. However, also note that the goodwill levels where a firm stops advertising and starts campaigning again are surprisingly similar across time for both firms. This is not a simple artifact of using (4) and is implied by the observed advertising data.
Accounting for campaigning
A brief inspection of Figure 2 reveals that firms advertise when their goodwill is low and they stop advertising after a threshold level is reached. Advertising starts again once goodwill depreciates below a lower threshold. This suggests that firms may be employing (S, s) type policies. That is, as long as goodwill is above s, they do not advertise. Once goodwill falls below s, they start a campaign, which runs until goodwill is brought up to S. Thus, firms may have an additional decision variable: campaign or not. With an (S, s) type strategy, a firm will advertise at goodwill stockḠ, s <Ḡ < S, if it is campaigning, while it will remain idle at the same level of goodwill stock if it is not campaigning. Firms could easily update a state variable related to campaigning based on their current decisions. This variable would be also payoff relevant, since firms may have to consider incurring a fixed cost in case they decide to start a campaign when it is zero.
Unfortunately, we do not have explicit information on whether a firm is in a campaign or not. Nevertheless, we will attempt to approximate this variable. If the goodwill is increasing from one period to the next, one can conjecture that the firm has advertised in the past period with a goal of increasing its goodwill which, in turn, suggests that a firm might be campaigning. Thus, our approximation records whether a firm is campaigning or not by an indicator of positive changes in goodwill stock. Let CI j (t) denote an indicator-a state variable-which is one when the goodwill level of a firm has increased in the previous period, that is
Clearly, this approximation contains information from two periods before, thus it is not in the spirit of an MPE. Nevertheless, this is only our approximation. Firms do not need information from earlier periods to determine whether they are in a campaign or not; they do know it. We also use the goodwill level of a firm whenever CI j (t) = 1 to account for the impact of current goodwill level on advertising intensity. 
Other factors
During the three years we analyze, there were several changes in the competitive landscape. For example in the first year, i.e. in 1998, a third firm, brand A, has advertised as well for a brief time period, while in the remaining years it chose not to use TV advertising in its marketing mix. Both firm B and D potentially reacted to advertising by brand A. In order to control for such reactions, we use a dummy variable which is one during 1998. Furthermore, in 2000, last year of our analysis, both brands B and D have introduced new products in a related category. Both firms might have adjusted their advertising policy in the liquid detergents category due to their efforts in promoting the new products. We use another dummy variable which is one during 2000 to control for possible shifts in the advertising policies of these firms.
Estimated models
We estimated tobit models with various specifications. They differed in many aspects, e.g. the number of included state variables and the degree of nonlinearities. We provide some of the empirical findings for brand B and brand D which show regularities in some important aspects. Table 3 presents which of the aforementioned variables are included in each of the models that we have estimated. Recall that CP M jt is the average cost per thousand viewers over the TV-stations selected by brand j, c jt is the marginal production cost, and ξ jt is the unobserved product characteristic of brand j. In models 1 to 6, CP M jt enters linearly. We also tested the appropriateness of polynomial extensions of this variable. Their inclusion did not improve the fit. We also use the goodwill level of a competitor, G j ′ ,t−1 as a possible predictor in the tobit estimation.
Explaining the dynamic advertising strategy of firm B Table 4 presents the estimation results for the 8 different models we considered in approximating the advertising policy of brand B. The parameter estimates, their standard errors in parenthesis, the loglikelihood of each model and the corresponding BIC are provided.
The estimation results show that some models perform very poorly, especially models 7 and 8 which only contain goodwill and the squared goodwill. Thus, as clear from these two models, the sole inclusion of goodwill is not sufficient to explain the dynamic advertising behavior. We can verify from the parameter estimates of the models 1 to 6 that CI j (t), the campaign indicator, the goodwill level, the cost of advertising and the goodwill of competitor D are significant state variables in explaining B's advertising behavior. Moreover, the parameter estimates of model 6 show that the additional inclusion of the unobserved product characteristics ξ jt or the marginal production costs c jt may improve the overall fit measures, but their impact is far from being significant. We have verified these conclusions for numerous other models which we do not report here.
Based on the BIC criterion, we favor model 5. It provides a good fit with a limited number of included state variables to the observed GRP levels of brand B. Hence, in our subsequent analysis, we focus on the parameter estimates of model 5 which offer some insights to the dynamic advertising behavior of brand B.
The positive coefficient estimated for CI j (t) together with the negative estimate for the coefficient of current goodwill level in a campaign, suggest that firm B may be trying to reach a target goodwill level, and reduce its advertising intensity as this target becomes nearer. Thus, firm B advertises heavily in the beginning of a campaign. This feature of the estimated advertising strategy of B is consistent with its behavior as seen in the top panel of Figure 2 . During a campaign, this firm prefers to advertise at a relatively high level until the target is reached at which point it stops advertising. Notice the jumps in the observed advertising behavior of firm B in Figure 2 . Towards the end of a campaign, the terms involving CI j (t) and G j,t−1 have a combined effect which approaches zero implying a reduction in the selected GRP. When costs of advertising increase sufficiently, being in a campaign may not warrant further advertising, and the firm may stop advertising abruptly. Hence, the choices of firm B are also affected by the costs of advertising in an intuitive manner. Increasing costs lower the GRP units B would pick.
Interestingly, firm D's past advertising behavior impacts B's decision negatively. This implies that there may be spillover effects of goodwill. Based on the nested logit model introduced in section 3.1, two opposing effects of an increase in the goodwill level of a competitor can be identified. First, it increases the size of the population which buys liquid detergents. Second, it reduces the market share of all the other competitors. The negative estimate of the goodwill level of firm D in the advertising strategy of firm B suggests that the first effect may be important. Another interpretation is due to the fact that a firm must advertise more to keep the sales constant when the goodwill level of a competitor increases. That is, when a competitor commands a high goodwill level, the effectiveness of advertising by firm B may be lower. The negative estimate might be due to a combination of the positive effects of competitor's advertising on market size-which reduces the need to advertise to increase sales-as well as the negative effect of the competitor's goodwill level on the effectiveness of advertising by firm B.
When firm B is not campaigning, it lets its goodwill level depreciate until either advertising costs fall back down warranting the start of a new campaign. However, brand B does not seem to be concerned about the advertising by brand A as suggested by the insignificant estimate of the dummy for year 1998. In contrast, brand B apparently shifted its advertising strategy due to the introduction of a new product in a related category in year 2000. The negative estimate for the coefficient of the dummy implies a downward shift of firm B's advertising budget which in turn suggests a lower advertising intensity in the liquid detergents category. The fact that the advertising costs, competitor's goodwill and competitive environment have a genuine impact on the decision to start and to end a campaign suggests that the threshold values, (S, s), may also be state dependent. Analysis of such rules, which have been introduced in different contexts in Cheng and Sethi (1999) and Hall and Rust (2000) , could prove a fruitful area of future research on modeling advertising behavior.
We used the parameters to predict B's GRP choices and plotted them as well as the true GRP realization of B in Figure 3 . The plot verifies the ability of our simple model to explain observed goodwill levels. Of course, in some periods the predicted GRP-levels seem to be off the mark, e.g. in the periods around the 100th week. This might be due to the fact that the true advertising cycle from 88th to the 110th week looks different from the other cycles of brand B. We now turn to the parameter estimates of brand D. Explaining the dynamic advertising strategy of firm D The estimation results regarding firm D's advertising policy are presented in Table 5 . Similar to brand B, models that are just based on plain goodwill level, i.e. models 7 and 8, perform once again very poorly. The main determinants of the advertising policy of brand D turn The fact that brand D's own goodwill level does not seem to affect the advertising policy suggests that this firm may be following a policy in the spirit of the policies derived by Hahn and Hyun (1991) . When the competitor's goodwill level and the advertising costs remain constant, brand D adopts a constant level of advertising during a campaign. However, the significant coefficient estimates of the advertising costs and competitor's goodwill suggest that the firm adjusts its policy away from its constant level based on these variables. The production function specification in (4) implies that a constant advertising strategy will not increase the goodwill stock once a sufficiently high level of goodwill is reached. At such a goodwill level, parameter estimates suggest that brand D will cease its advertising campaign when advertising costs increase.
An interesting point to note is the positive parameter estimate for the goodwill level of firm B in contrast to the negative one of brand D when explaining brand B's advertising. That is, high goodwill of the market leader induces the smaller firm, brand D, to advertise more. Thus, it seems that the positive effect of higher goodwill commanded by brand B on the total market size is overwhelmed by its negative effect on firm D's market share in the liquid detergent category. Consequently, to defend its brand value relative to that of On the other hand, the negative estimate of the dummy for the year 1998 suggests that brand D is not too worried about losing market share to brand A. Accordingly, brand D reduced its advertising in this year as a response to advertising by brand A, much like the behavior of brand B against advertising by itself. In contrast, the insignificant estimate of the dummy for year 2000 implies that firm D has run independent media campaigns of liquid detergents and the new product it has introduced that year. Some advertising policy experiments The last step of our analysis of the dynamic advertising behavior is to use the estimated parameters for a policy experiment. We initialized the goodwill of each brand by its calibrated value of the first week. The parameter estimates of model 5 for brand B and model 4 for brand D are used to simulate the GRP strategies of both brands. The observed costs across the entire period of 156 weeks are used as input in the simulation. For each period, we calculate the GRP level brand B and D would pick given the controllable and uncontrollable state variables.
The plots in Figure 4 demonstrate how the advertising strategy of both brands are related to goodwill. At the start of a campaign and at low levels of goodwill, a firm wants to advertise. Once a firm reaches the target goodwill it stops campaigning. Goodwill depreciates until firms want to advert again. We also plotted the simulated GRP strategies of the two brands against the observed GRP choices of the brands (see Figure 5 ). One can verify that the simulated GRP strategies are not too different from the observed ones. Note, however, that the simulated GRP choice does not reflect an in-sample fit; they only depend on the GRP levels of the first week.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a simple model to empirically analyze advertising behavior in a consumer goods market. We start by assuming that firms advertise in order to increase their brand value by increasing their goodwill. Given the fact that goodwill is a consumer state that is not directly observable, we introduce a methodology to indirectly infer goodwill levels. The approach is based on specifying a demand function which shifts with changes in goodwill, and a goodwill production function that describes the accumulation of goodwill. Conditional on these specifications, we can identify the parameters of demand and the goodwill production functions by a series of simple transformations of the demand functions.
Using the estimated parameters and information on advertising levels, we construct goodwill levels.
We then use these filtered goodwill levels, in analyzing advertising behavior. Even though we follow a reduced form approach, we introduced a model of dynamic advertising competition to guide our empirical study. Using the properties of a Markov Perfect Equilibrium, we identify variables that should have an impact on advertising intensity. We then use these variables to determine the main drivers of advertising. Our empirical study confirms that goodwill plays an important role when firms formulate their advertising strategies.
We have documented that simple policies based on goodwill levels fail and are outperformed by those policies which control for being in a campaign, level of advertising costs as well as competitor's goodwill levels. The overwhelming empirical support for such policies suggest the need to account for campaigning decisions. Surprisingly, the theoretical literature on advertising has ignored this link between advertising levels and campaigning. The implied form of a modified (S, s) type policy suggests that fixed costs as well as other factors influencing the competitive landscape might have important influences on advertising behavior.
